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downstream analysis (Steinbaugh et al. 2018) . Some workflows are based on predefined reference files 48 and can only quantify abundances for human or mouse (Torre, Lachmann, and Ma'ayan 2018; Cornwell 
Workflow execution

98
ARMOR is implemented as a modular Snakemake (Köster and Rahmann 2012) workflow, and the execu-99 tion of the individual steps is controlled by the provided Snakefile. Snakemake will automatically keep 100 track of the dependencies between the different parts of the workflow; rerunning the workflow will thus 101 only regenerate results that are out of date or missing given these dependencies. Via a set of variables construct the hierarchy of instructions to execute, given the specifications in the config.yaml file. Snake-191 make automatically determines the dependencies between the rules and will invoke the instructions 192 in a logical order. The scripts and envs directories, and the Snakefile itself, should not need to be 193 modified, unless the user wants to customize certain aspects of the pipeline. 
Here, we illustrate the practical usage of ARMOR on a bulk RNA-seq dataset from a study on Wnt sig- 
